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US RULES OF JUDICIAL-CONDUCT AND
JUDICIAL-DISABILITY PROCEEDINGS

ARTICLE

IV

Review of Complaint by Chief Judge

RULES 4
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RULE 11 | CHIEF JUDGE’S REVIEW
(a) Purpose of Chief Judge’s Review. When a complaint is
identified by the chief judge or is filed, the chief judge
must review it unless the chief judge is disqualified under
Rule 25, in which case the most-senior active circuit judge
not disqualified will review the complaint. If a complaint
contains information constituting evidence of misconduct or
disability, but the complainant does not claim it as such,
the chief judge must treat the complaint as if it did allege
misconduct or disability and give notice to the subject judge.
After reviewing a complaint, the chief judge must determine
whether it should be:
(1) dismissed;
(2) concluded on the ground that voluntary corrective
action has been taken;
(3) concluded because intervening events have
action on the complaint no longer necessary; or

made

(4) referred to a special committee.
(b) Chief Judge’s Inquiry. In determining what action to take
under Rule 11(a), the chief judge may conduct a limited
inquiry. The chief judge, or a designee, may communicate
orally or in writing with the complainant, the subject judge,
and any others who may have knowledge of the matter, and may
obtain and review transcripts and other relevant documents.
In conducting the inquiry, the chief judge must not determine
any reasonably disputed issue. Any such determination must be
left to a special committee appointed under Rule 11(f) and to
the judicial council that considers the committee’s report.
(c) Dismissal.
(1) Permissible grounds. A complaint may be dismissed in
whole or in part to the extent that the chief judge
concludes that the complaint:
(A) alleges conduct that, even if true, is not
prejudicial to the effective and expeditious
administration of the business of the courts and
does not indicate a mental or physical disability
resulting in the inability to discharge the duties
of judicial office;
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(B) is directly related to the merits of a decision
or procedural ruling;
(C) is frivolous;
(D) is based on allegations lacking sufficient
evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has
occurred or that a disability exists;
(E) is based on allegations that are incapable of
being established through investigation;
(F) has been filed in the wrong circuit under Rule
7; or
(G) is otherwise not appropriate for consideration
under the Act.
(2) Impermissible grounds. A complaint must not be
dismissed solely because it repeats allegations of a
previously dismissed complaint if it also contains
material information not previously considered and does
not constitute harassment of the subject judge.
(d) Corrective Action. The chief judge may
complaint proceeding in whole or in part if:

conclude

a

(1) an informal resolution under Rule 5 satisfactory to
the chief judge was reached before the complaint was
filed under Rule 6; or
(2) the chief judge determines that the subject judge
has taken appropriate voluntary corrective action that
acknowledges and remedies the problems raised by the
complaint.
(e) Intervening Events. The chief judge may
complaint proceeding in whole or in part upon
that intervening events render some or all of the
moot or make remedial action impossible as to
judge.

conclude a
determining
allegations
the subject

(f) Appointment of Special Committee. If some or all of a
complaint is not dismissed or concluded, the chief judge must
promptly appoint a special committee to investigate the
complaint or any relevant portion of it and to make
recommendations to the judicial council. Before appointing a
special committee, the chief judge must invite the subject
judge to respond to the complaint either orally or in writing
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if the judge was not given an opportunity during the limited
inquiry. In the chief judge’s discretion, separate complaints
may be joined and assigned to a single special committee.
Similarly, a single complaint about more than one judge may
be severed and more than one special committee appointed.
(g) Notice of Chief Judge’s Action; Petition for Review.
(1) When chief judge appoints special committee. If the
chief judge appoints a special committee, the chief
judge must notify the complainant and the subject judge
that the matter has been referred to a committee, notify
the complainant of a complainant’s rights under Rule 16,
and identify the members of the committee. A copy of the
order appointing the special committee must be sent to
the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability.
(2) When chief judge disposes of complaint without
appointing special committee. If the chief judge
disposes of a complaint under Rule 11(c), (d), or (e),
the chief judge must prepare a supporting memorandum
that sets forth the reasons for the disposition. If the
complaint was initiated by identification under Rule 5,
the memorandum must so indicate. Except as authorized by
28 U.S.C. §360, the memorandum must not include the name
of the complainant or of the subject judge. The order
and memoranda incorporated by reference in the order
must be promptly sent to the complainant, the subject
judge, and the Committee on Judicial Conduct and
Disability.
(3) Right to petition for review. If the chief judge
disposes of a complaint under Rule 11(c), (d), or (e),
the complainant and the subject judge must be notified
of the right to petition the judicial council for review
of the disposition, as provided in Rule 18. If the chief
judge so disposes of a complaint that was identified
under Rule 5 or filed by its subject judge, the chief
judge must transmit the order and memoranda incorporated
by reference in the order to the judicial council for
review in accordance with Rule 19. In the event of such
a transmission, the subject judge may make a written
submission to the judicial council but will have no
further right of review except as allowed under Rule
21(b)(1)(B). When a disposition is to be reviewed by the
judicial council, the chief judge must promptly transmit
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all materials obtained in connection with the inquiry
under Rule 11(b) to the circuit clerk for transmittal to
the council.
(h) Public Availability of Chief Judge’s Decision. The chief
judge’s decision must be made public to the extent, at the
time, and in the manner provided in Rule 24.

Commentary
This Rule describes complaint-review actions available either to the chief judge or, where
that judge is the subject judge or is otherwise disqualified under Rule 25, such as where the
complaint is filed against the chief judge, to the judge designated under Rule 25(f) to perform the
chief judge’s duties under these Rules. Subsection (a) of this Rule provides that where a complaint
has been filed under Rule 6, the ordinary doctrines of waiver do not apply. The chief judge must
identify as a complaint any misconduct or disability issues raised by the factual allegations of the
complaint even if the complainant makes no such claim with regard to those issues. For example,
an allegation limited to misconduct in fact-finding that mentions periods during a trial when the
judge was asleep must be treated as a complaint regarding disability. A formal order giving notice
of the expanded scope of the proceeding must be given to the subject judge.
Subsection (b) describes the nature of the chief judge’s inquiry. It is based largely on the
Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 243–45. The Act states that dismissal is appropriate
“when a limited inquiry . . . demonstrates that the allegations in the complaint lack any factual
foundation or are conclusively refuted by objective evidence.” 28 U.S.C. §352(b)(1)(B). At the
same time, however, Section 352(a) states that “[t]he chief judge shall not undertake to make
findings of fact about any matter that is reasonably in dispute.” These two statutory standards
should be read together so that a matter is not “reasonably” in dispute if a limited inquiry shows
that the allegations do not constitute misconduct or disability, that they lack any reliable factual
foundation, or that they are conclusively refuted by objective evidence.
In conducting a limited inquiry under subsection (b), the chief judge must avoid
determinations of reasonably disputed issues, including reasonably disputed issues as to whether
the facts alleged constitute misconduct or disability, which are ordinarily left to the judicial council
and its special committee. An allegation of fact is ordinarily not “refuted” simply because the
subject judge denies it. The limited inquiry must reveal something more in the way of refutation
before it is appropriate to dismiss a complaint that is otherwise cognizable. If it is the complainant's
word against the subject judge’s — in other words, there is simply no other significant evidence
of what happened or of the complainant’s unreliability — then there must be a special-committee
investigation. Such a credibility issue is a matter “reasonably in dispute” within the meaning of
the Act.
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However, dismissal following a limited inquiry may occur when a complaint refers to
transcripts or to witnesses and the chief judge determines that the transcripts and witnesses all
support the subject judge. Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 243. For example, consider a
complaint alleging that the subject judge said X, and the complaint mentions, or it is independently
clear, that five people may have heard what the judge said. Id. The chief judge is told by the subject
judge and one witness that the judge did not say X, and the chief judge dismisses the complaint
without questioning the other four possible witnesses. Id. In this example, the matter remains
reasonably in dispute. If all five witnesses say the subject judge did not say X, dismissal is
appropriate, but if potential witnesses who are reasonably accessible have not been questioned,
then the matter remains reasonably in dispute. Id.
Similarly, under subsection (c)(1)(A), if it is clear that the conduct or disability alleged,
even if true, is not cognizable under these Rules, the complaint should be dismissed. If that issue
is reasonably in dispute, however, dismissal under subsection (c)(1)(A) is inappropriate.
Essentially, the standard articulated in subsection (b) is that used to decide motions for
summary judgment pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. Genuine issues of material fact are not resolved
at the summary judgment stage. A material fact is one that “might affect the outcome of the suit
under the governing law,” and a dispute is “genuine” if “the evidence is such that a reasonable jury
could return a verdict for the nonmoving party.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 477 U.S. 242, 248
(1986). Similarly, the chief judge may not resolve a genuine issue concerning a material fact or
the existence of misconduct or a disability when conducting a limited inquiry pursuant to
subsection (b).
Subsection (c) describes the grounds on which a complaint may be dismissed. These are
adapted from the Act, 28 U.S.C. §352(b), and the Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 239–
45. Subsection (c)(1)(A) permits dismissal of an allegation that, even if true, does not constitute
misconduct or disability under the statutory standard. The proper standards are set out in Rule 4
and discussed in the Commentary on that Rule. Subsection (c)(1)(B) permits dismissal of
complaints related to the merits of a decision by a subject judge; this standard is also governed by
Rule 4 and its accompanying Commentary.
Subsections (c)(1)(C)–(E) implement the statute by allowing dismissal of complaints that
are “frivolous, lacking sufficient evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred, or
containing allegations which are incapable of being established through investigation.” 28 U.S.C.
§352(b)(1)(A)(iii).
Dismissal of a complaint as “frivolous” under Rule 11(c)(1)(C) will generally occur
without any inquiry beyond the face of the complaint. For instance, when the allegations are
facially incredible or so lacking in indicia of reliability that no further inquiry is warranted,
dismissal under this subsection is appropriate.
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A complaint warranting dismissal under Rule 11(c)(1)(D) is illustrated by the following
example. Consider a complainant who alleges an impropriety and asserts that he knows of it
because it was observed and reported to him by a person who is identified. The subject judge
denies that the event occurred. When contacted, the source also denies it. In such a case, the chief
judge’s proper course of action may turn on whether the source had any role in the allegedly
improper conduct. If the complaint was based on a lawyer’s statement that he or she had an
improper ex parte contact with a judge, the lawyer’s denial of the impropriety might not be taken
as wholly persuasive, and it would be appropriate to conclude that a real factual issue is raised. On
the other hand, if the complaint quoted a disinterested third party and that disinterested party denied
that the statement had been made, there would be no value in opening a formal investigation. In
such a case, it would be appropriate to dismiss the complaint under Rule 11(c)(1)(D).
Rule 11(c)(1)(E) is intended, among other things, to cover situations when no evidence is
offered or identified, or when the only identified source is unavailable. Breyer Committee Report,
239 F.R.D. at 243. For example, a complaint alleges that an unnamed attorney told the complainant
that the subject judge did X. Id. The subject judge denies it. The chief judge requests that the
complainant (who does not purport to have observed the subject judge do X) identify the unnamed
witness, or that the unnamed witness come forward so that the chief judge can learn the unnamed
witness’s account. Id. The complainant responds that he has spoken with the unnamed witness,
that the unnamed witness is an attorney who practices in federal court, and that the unnamed
witness is unwilling to be identified or to come forward. Id. at 243–44. The allegation is then
properly dismissed as containing allegations that are incapable of being established through
investigation. Id.
If, however, the situation involves a reasonable dispute over credibility, the matter should
proceed. For example, the complainant alleges an impropriety and alleges that he or she observed
it and that there were no other witnesses; the subject judge denies that the event occurred. Unless
the complainant’s allegations are facially incredible or so lacking indicia of reliability as to warrant
dismissal under Rule 11(c)(1)(C), a special committee must be appointed because there is a
material factual question that is reasonably in dispute.
Dismissal is also appropriate when a complaint is filed so long after an alleged event that
memory loss, death, or changes to unknown residences prevent a proper investigation.
Subsection (c)(2) indicates that the investigative nature of the process prevents the
application of claim preclusion principles where new and material evidence becomes available.
However, it also recognizes that at some point a renewed investigation may constitute harassment
of the subject judge and should not be undertaken, depending of course on the seriousness of the
issues and the weight of the new evidence.
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Rule 11(d) implements the Act’s provision for dismissal if voluntary appropriate corrective
action has been taken. It is largely adapted from the Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 244–
45. The Act authorizes the chief judge to conclude the complaint proceedings if “appropriate
corrective action has been taken.” 28 U.S.C. §352(b)(2). Under the Rule, action taken after a
complaint is filed is “appropriate” when it acknowledges and remedies the problem raised by the
complaint. Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 244. Because the Act deals with the conduct
of judges, the emphasis is on correction of the judicial conduct that was the subject of the
complaint. Id. Terminating a complaint based on corrective action is premised on the implicit
understanding that voluntary self-correction or redress of misconduct or a disability may be
preferable to sanctions. Id. The chief judge may facilitate this process by giving the subject judge
an objective view of the appearance of the judicial conduct in question and by suggesting
appropriate corrective measures. Id. Moreover, when corrective action is taken under Rule 5
satisfactory to the chief judge before a complaint is filed, that informal resolution will be sufficient
to conclude a subsequent complaint based on identical conduct.
“Corrective action” must be voluntary action taken by the subject judge. Breyer Committee
Report, 239 F.R.D. at 244. A remedial action directed by the chief judge or by an appellate court
without the participation of the subject judge in formulating the directive or without the subject
judge’s subsequent agreement to such action does not constitute the requisite voluntary corrective
action. Id. Neither the chief judge nor an appellate court has authority under the Act to impose a
formal remedy or sanction; only the judicial council can impose a formal remedy or sanction under
28 U.S.C. §354(a)(2). Id. Compliance with a previous judicial-council order may serve as
corrective action allowing conclusion of a later complaint about the same behavior. Id.
Where a subject judge’s conduct has resulted in identifiable, particularized harm to the
complainant or another individual, appropriate corrective action should include steps taken by that
judge to acknowledge and redress the harm, if possible, such as by an apology, recusal from a case,
or a pledge to refrain from similar conduct in the future. Id. While the Act is generally forwardlooking, any corrective action should, to the extent possible, serve to correct a specific harm to an
individual, if such harm can reasonably be remedied. Id. In some cases, corrective action may not
be “appropriate” to justify conclusion of a complaint unless the complainant or other individual
harmed is meaningfully apprised of the nature of the corrective action in the chief judge’s order,
in a direct communication from the subject judge, or otherwise. Id.
Voluntary corrective action should be proportionate to any plausible allegations of
misconduct in a complaint. The form of corrective action should also be proportionate to any
sanctions that the judicial council might impose under Rule 20(b), such as a private or public
reprimand or a change in case assignments. Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D at 244–45. In
other words, minor corrective action will not suffice to dispose of a serious matter. Id.
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Rule 11(e) implements Section 352(b)(2) of the Act, which permits the chief judge to
“conclude the proceeding,” if “action on the complaint is no longer necessary because of
intervening events,” such as a resignation from judicial office. Ordinarily, stepping down from an
administrative post such as chief judge, judicial-council member, or court-committee chair does
not constitute an event rendering unnecessary any further action on a complaint alleging judicial
misconduct. Breyer Committee Report, 239 F.R.D. at 245. As long as the subject of a complaint
retains the judicial office and remains a covered judge as defined in Rule 1(b), a complaint must
be addressed. Id.; 28 U.S.C. §§371(b); 372(a).
Concluding a complaint proceeding, by either the judicial council of the subject judge or
the judicial council to which a complaint proceeding has been transferred, precludes remedial
action under the Act and these Rules as to the subject judge. But the Judicial Conference and the
judicial council of the subject judge have ample authority to assess potential institutional issues
related to the complaint as part of their respective responsibilities to promote “the expeditious
conduct of court business,” 28 U.S.C. §331, and to “make all necessary and appropriate orders for
the effective administration of justice within [each] circuit.” Id. at §332(d)(1). Such an assessment
might include an analysis of what conditions may have enabled misconduct or prevented its
discovery, and what precautionary or curative steps could be undertaken to prevent its recurrence.
The judicial council may request that the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability transmit
its order to relevant Congressional entities.
If a complaint is not disposed of pursuant to Rule 11(c), (d), or (e), a special committee
must be appointed. Rule 11(f) states that a subject judge must be invited to respond to the complaint
before a special committee is appointed, if no earlier response was invited.
Subject judges receive copies of complaints at the same time that they are referred to the
chief judge, and they are free to volunteer responses to them. Under Rule 11(b), the chief judge
may request a response if it is thought necessary. However, many complaints are clear candidates
for dismissal even if their allegations are accepted as true, and there is no need for the subject judge
to devote time to a defense.
The Act requires that the order dismissing a complaint or concluding a proceeding contain
a statement of reasons and that a copy of the order be sent to the complainant. 28 U.S.C. §352(b).
Rule 24, dealing with availability of information to the public, contemplates that the order will be
made public, usually without disclosing the names of the complainant or the subject judge. If
desired for administrative purposes, more identifying information can be included in a non-public
version of the order.
When a complaint is disposed of by the chief judge, the statutory purposes are best served
by providing the complainant with a full, particularized, but concise explanation, giving reasons
for the conclusions reached. See also Commentary on Rule 24 (dealing with public availability).
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Rule 11(g) provides that the complainant and the subject judge must be notified, in the case
of a disposition by the chief judge, of the right to petition the judicial council for review. Because
an identified complaint has no “complainant” to petition for review, the chief judge’s dispositive
order on such a complaint will be transmitted to the judicial council for review. The same will
apply where a complaint was filed by its subject judge. A copy of the chief judge’s order, and
memoranda incorporated by reference in the order, disposing of a complaint must be sent by the
circuit clerk to the Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability.
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APPENDIX
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